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Classical trajectory calculations were carried out on potential-energy surfaces �PES� that have been
proposed for NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr. Two types of cross sections involving the molecular
rotational angular momentum vector, �� ,2 and �J , that are particularly sensitive to the anisotropy
of the potential function are compared with new experimental data from our spin-relaxation
measurements �see the preceding paper�. There is very good agreement with one cross section, �� ,2 ,
but less favorable agreement with �J . Spectroscopic data for the van der Waals complexes are
compared with the values calculated from the surfaces using quantum diffusion Monte Carlo
simulations. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. �S0021-9606�98�01147-7�

INTRODUCTION

van der Waals complexes of NNO with various mol-
ecules have been observed. Molecular beam electric reso-
nance spectroscopy first showed that the structure of the
NNO–Ar complex is T-shaped.1 High-resolution infrared
�IR� spectroscopy of jet cooled systems have provided struc-
tural information for: NNO–CO2,

2 NNO–CO,3,4 NNO–N2,
5

NNO–HCl,6 NNO–Ar,7,8 other NNO–rare gas,9 and
�NNO�2.

10,11 Pulsed Fourier transform microwave spectros-
copy of a number of isotopomers of NNO–HCl provided
good comparisons with ab initio calculations at the Moller–
Plesset second-order �MP2� level,12 and the nuclear quadru-
pole hyperfine structure due to both nitrogen nuclei in
NNO–Ar and in NNO–CO2 is found to support the utility of
quadrupolar nuclei in extracting geometrical information in
such complexes.13,14 Other spectroscopic data such as the
mean-square torque have been measured for NNO–Ar and
NNO–Kr,15,16 and recently also for NNO–Xe and
NNO–CO2,

17 and for NNO–SF6.
18 Furthermore, rotational

relaxation rates for the J�0 – 1 transitions of 15N15NO upon
collisions with NNO, N2, Ar, Kr, and Xe have been deter-
mined by pulsed microwave time domain spectroscopy, pro-
viding the pressure dependence of the population and coher-
ence decay rates 1/T1 and 1/T2 .19 These relaxation rates
depend on the anisotropy of the potential. A direct determi-
nation of the cross sections �� ,2 , for reorientation of the
molecular rotational angular momentum vector, has recently
become available �see the preceding paper, Ref. 20� and the
other cross sections �J had previously been reported for the
NNO molecule in collisions with these molecules.21 In pre-
vious work by McCourt and co-workers, the magnitude and
temperature dependence of the cross sections �� ,2 and �J

have been shown to be very sensitive to the anisotropy of the
potential surface of H2 interacting with He, Ne, and Ar,22–24

and of N2–Ar.25 Our classical trajectory studies on

CO2–Ar,26 and N2–Kr27,28 have shown that these cross sec-
tions can discriminate between potential surfaces that other-
wise perform equally well in their predictions of other ther-
mophysical properties.

With the increasing interest in the complexes involving
the NNO molecule, it is useful to examine the potential sur-
faces that have been proposed. Of the NNO–X pairs, poten-
tial surfaces have been proposed for NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr.
In this paper, we examine these surfaces using classical tra-
jectory calculations to evaluate the full set of effective cross
sections relevant to gas-phase properties. We use the cross
sections associated with the thermophysical properties to cal-
culate the mixture viscosity and diffusion coefficient to com-
pare with the values measured for the NNO–Ar, and
NNO–Kr mixtures, and we compare the cross sections for
changes in the molecular rotational angular momentum vec-
tor, �� ,2 and �J , with the values that are directly derived
from the NMR relaxation measurements. In addition, we
consider the ability of these surfaces to predict the structures
of the van der Waals complexes by comparing the average
values of the rotational constants obtained from these sur-
faces using the quantum diffusion Monte Carlo �QDMC�
method.

POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS FOR NNO–Ar AND NNO–Kr

In this paper we consider the NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr
surfaces proposed by Berreby and Dayan, which have the
following form:15

V�R ,���4�	��/R �12�1�
P2�cos ���

���/R �6�1��P2�cos ����, �1�

where � and � were determined from the usual simple com-
bining rules using isotropic values for the pure systems. The
anisotropy of polarizability � of the linear rotor was used to
include an attractive anisotropy while the repulsive anisot-
ropy was controlled by 
 which was determined from fits to
experimental values of the mean-square torque. Note that
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only the first two terms of even symmetry have been re-
tained. This type of symmetry is a reasonable first approxi-
mation to the true surface when the odd terms in the Leg-
endre expansion are small. Indeed, molecular beam electric
resonance study of the NNO–Ar van der Waals molecule
reveals an equilibrium structure with an angle very nearly
90° (87.4�1.5°), with the argon atom tilted slightly toward
the oxygen atom.1 Berreby and Dayan note that P0 and P2

symmetry is sufficient to fit the data,15 suggesting that C2�
may not be extremely sensitive to individual contributions of
the Legendre expansion. Nevertheless, the lack of P1(cos �)
symmetry in the proposed NNO–X potentials is an inherent
flaw. Cuts of these surfaces are shown in Fig. 1. The char-
acteristic parameters of the functions are in Table I.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Classical trajectory results

Classical trajectory calculations were carried out for a
full set of effective cross sections relevant to the bulk gas
phenomena,29,30 following the same procedures used for the

N2–Kr27,28 and CO2–Ar systems.26 The thermally averaged
cross sections for the NNO–Ar surface �BDAr� and those for
the NNO–Kr surface �BDKr� at four temperatures from 200
to 800 K are reported in the Ph.D. thesis of MAtH �Ref. 31�
and are not reproduced here. The agreement between the
cross sections related by time reversal symmetry was better
here than that found for similar calculations carried out for
the CO2–Ar system.26 Experimental values for the diffusion
coefficient are available only for the NNO–Ar system. From
their viscosity measurements,32 Kestin and Ro determined
values of the diffusion coefficient for NNO–Ar using the
extended law of corresponding states.33 Figure 2 compares
the diffusion coefficients calculated from the thermally aver-
aged cross sections with the results of Kestin and Ro.33 The
results of the NNO–Kr calculations are also included here
for comparison. Although the general temperature depen-
dence is adequate, the calculated values underestimate the
magnitude. In Fig. 3 the agreement with the essentially linear
molefraction dependence of the experimental viscosity data32

is poor, with the mole fraction dependence exaggerated. The
calculated results lie beyond the error bars which are
�0.3%.32

FIG. 1. Cuts at ��90° and 0° of the NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr surfaces used
in this work. The functional form is given in Eq. �1� with parameters from
Ref. 15.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient in NNO–Ar
and NNO–Kr calculated using the BDAr and the BDKr surfaces, compared
with the data from Ref. 33.

TABLE I. Characteristics of the Berreby–Dayan surfaces for NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr.

�(90°)/kB , K Rm(90°), Å ��90°�, Å �(0°)/kB , K Rm(0°), Å ��0°�, Å

BDAr 260.9 3.966 3.533 121.9 4.844 4.315
BDKr 307.0 4.101 3.654 143.5 5.008 4.462
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Mean-square torque and NMR cross sections for
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr

The mean-square torque C2� is related to the second
and fourth spectral moments M (2) and M (4) of the absorp-
tion profile of an IR absorption band34

C2���M �4 ��2M 2�2 ��/4B2, �2�

where B is the rotational constant. In the binary collision
limit, Armstrong et al.35 have shown that C2� may be writ-
ten in terms of an integral over the angular derivative of the
interaction potential, V(R ,�)

C2�/�X�2�N0� � ��V�R ,��/���2

�exp��V�R ,��/kBT�R2 sin �d�dR , �3�

where �X is the number density of the perturbing gas in the
NNO–X system in which the NNO IR bands are observed.
From spectral moments of infrared vibrational rotational
bands, mean-square torques have been measured for NNO
mixed with Ar and Kr. These appear to be a linear function
of the density up to 250 amagat. We have calculated the
mean-square torque using Eq. �3� for the surfaces used here
and compare them with the experimental results15,16 in Table
II. The agreement is good, which should be expected since
the value of the parameter 
 in the potential functions given
by Eq. �1� was adjusted to the slope C2�/� at 300 K. Drey-
fus et al. have calculated the mean-square torque for NNO in
Ar using potential surfaces based on electron gas calcula-
tions, but did not provide a functional form.36 They found a
global minimum at about 4.0 Å, depending on the arbitrary
choice of a parameter in the dispersion energy. Their results

show no better agreement with the experimental temperature
dependence than the Berreby–Dayan function that we have
used here. It is interesting to note that the experimental
C2�/� for NNO–Ar show a nonlinear behavior with tem-
perature, exhibiting a minimum at around 223 K. Given the
quoted experimental error estimates, there is some uncer-
tainty about whether the minimum is real or not. We do not
find a minimum in the calculated values of C2�/� for
NNO–Ar using this potential. However, using a modified
potential with a somewhat deeper well and shorter Rmin does
result in a minimum in the calculated mean-square torque.
For NNO–Kr we do find a minimum in the mean-square
torque calculated using the Berreby–Dayan potential, shown
in Table II. It should be expected that the general tempera-
ture dependence of the mean-square torque would be of this
nature, provided data is taken over a wide enough tempera-
ture range.

Measurements of relaxation times for both isotopic spe-
cies 14N14NO and 15N15NO species in mixtures of NNO–Ar
and NNO–Kr provide two independent sources of informa-
tion. The first comes from the dominance of the quadrupolar
mechanism for 14N of the end nitrogen20,31 and the second
comes from the dominance of the spin-rotation mechanism
for the 15N nuclei.21 In these cases, the measured relaxation
times lead directly to the cross sections �J and �� ,2 for the
NNO–X systems. Experimental cross sections are available
for X�Ar, Kr, CH4, CF4, SF6, N2, CO, CO2, NNO, and
HCl. The values of the cross sections calculated here for
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr are compared with the experimental
results in Figs. 4 and 5. The temperature dependence of �� ,2

and �J are well reproduced. Although the surfaces do not
reproduce the magnitude of the �J values, remarkably good
agreement with experiment is obtained for �� ,2 in both
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr systems. The potential surfaces had
been adjusted to the experimental mean-square torque C2�
values. Thus, the excellent ability of these surfaces to predict
�� ,2(T) implies a possible connection between the C2� and
�� ,2 , but not C2� with �J . From an examination of the
contributions to the integral in Eq. �3� from various distances
at a given �, it is clear that the dependence of the mean-
square torque on the anisotropy is concentrated in the region
of r values within the well. Berreby and Dayan15 and also
Dreyfus et al.36 examined the contributions of the anisotropy

FIG. 3. Mole fraction dependence of the mixture viscosity in NNO–Ar at
two temperatures, calculated using the BDAr surface, compared with data
from Ref. 32.

TABLE II. Mean-square torque of NNO in Ar and Kr, C2�/� ,
cm�2/amagat.

T, K

Calculated using
the BDAr
surface,

this worka
NNO–Ar
Expt.b,c

Calculated
using the

BDKr surface,
this worka

NNO–Kr
Expt.b

155 483 550�100 993
173 488 510�100 953
223 566 480�100 953
273 647 640�100 1059
300 693 790�100 1106 1090�100
323 733 760�100 1173

aFrom integration according to Eq. �3�.
bFrom Ref. 15.
cFrom Ref. 16.
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in the attractive part of the potential to the mean-square
torque and found that this was not a major contributor. Their
conclusion is that the low repulsive wall plays the main role
in determining the mean-square torque. At the same time,
there is a general conclusion, resulting from a comparative
study of several CO2–Ar potential surfaces, that both the
reorientation cross section �� ,2 and the other NMR cross
section, �J , depend on the anisotropy of the repulsive wall:
Both sets of predicted cross sections are in the same relative
order among the six potential surfaces on which classical
trajectories had been carried out.25 In a simple model which
qualitatively reproduced the trends in the values of �J for
nearly a hundred different collision pairs, one of the impor-
tant factors considered to be determining the magnitudes of
�J was (�V/��1).37 Detailed studies of the N2–Ar system by
Beneventi et al. have shown that the anisotropy of both the
low repulsive wall and the upper repulsive wall were impor-
tant in reproducing �J .25 The present work suggests that
while previous studies indicate that both �� ,2 and �J depend
on (�V/��1), the �� ,2(T) may weight (�V/��1) more
heavily than does �J , resulting in a closer relation between
the mean-square torque and �� ,2(T).

The average properties of the NNO–X complex

Among the techniques that may be applied to the vibra-
tional dynamics of a weakly bound complex is quantum dif-

fusion Monte Carlo �QDMC�. Anderson gave the first mod-
ern algorithm for simulating the Schrödinger equation as if it
were a diffusion process.38,39 With this we obtain the average
rotational constants in the ground vibrational state. Consis-
tent with the rigid geometry assumed for the linear molecule
in the calculation of the intermolecular potential energy, we
take the molecule to be rigid, as has been done by Buch and
others.40–42 The simulation consists of a number of copies of
the system. Each copy is allowed to diffuse via a random
walk process and to multiply or disappear with a probability
determined by its potential energy. This process is repeated
until the distribution of replicas approaches a fluctuating
steady state from which the ground-state energy is evaluated.
After equilibration, the simulation yields a collection of rep-
licas of the system that have the statistical distribution which
approaches the ground-state wave function of the system.
Buch has implemented QDMC for two or more interacting
molecules, each taken to be rigid, which we adopt here with
no changes.40 This treatment relies on the approximation that
the high-frequency intramolecular vibrations are effectively
decoupled from the lower frequency intermolecular motions
because these two types of motions occur at very different
time scales. By eliminating the high-frequency motions the
number of variables is decreased and larger time steps may
be taken. Rotational constants and all other properties aver-
aged over the zero-point motion were calculated by the
method of descendant weighting which provides the means
of obtaining expectation values from the distribution gener-

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the NMR cross section �� ,2 in
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr calculated using the BDAr and BDKr surfaces,
compared with data from Ref. 20.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the NMR cross section �J in NNO–Ar
and NNO–Kr calculated using the BDAr and BDKr surfaces, compared
with data from Ref. 21.
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ated by QDMC.43,44 The descendant weighting procedure
used to obtain the averages was adopted from Ref. 45. The
ground-state energy is obtained from the requirement of sta-
bility of the asymptotic average number of replicas. Param-
eters of the simulations �number of replicas, time step sizes,
etc.� are similar to those used previously.26,46 Using the
BDAr and BDKr surfaces to represent the potential energy of
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr, we have obtained from the QDMC
simulations the average rotational constants A,B,C for the
ground vibrational state and the ground-state zero-point en-
ergy �and thus the dissociation energy D0) of these com-
plexes.

These average quantities are compared with the experi-
mental values in Tables III and IV. The shape of the bottom
of the potential well provides second derivatives ks and kb ,
the force constants for the stretching and bending of the van
der Waals complex. In Table III we see that they do agree
reasonably well with the values deduced from the more ac-
curate experimental centrifugal distortion constants in the
NNO–Ar complex reported by Hu et al.8 These are consis-
tent with the observed bending frequency of 32.2 cm�1 re-
ported by these authors. �Earlier values from Joyner et al.1

do not reproduce this bending frequency.� This is an indica-
tion that while the general anisotropy of the PES is reason-
ably described for the type of averaging that is responsible
for the mean-square torque and the temperature dependence
of the �� ,2 cross section is concerned, the shape of the bot-
tom of the BDAr potential is also quite good enough to pro-
vide good force constants for the van der Waals complex.
The BDAr potential, however, fails to give good average
values for the structure of the van der Waals complex in the
ground vibrational state. The average angle is found very
close to 90° because the potential function used does not
have odd terms in Legendre functions. The average distance
between the center of mass of NNO and the Ar atom is

longer by about 0.6 Å compared to experiment. This is re-
flected also in the average rotational constants obtained; B
and C are too small compared to experiment. A potential
surface for the CO2–Ar system similarly constructed by Ber-
reby and Dayan had been found to have similar weaknesses:
Rcm� too long, rotational constants B and C too small, well
depth too shallow, while having the shape at the bottom of
the well to provide good stretching and bending force con-
stants for the van der Waals complex.26

For the NNO–Kr complex there is very limited pub-
lished data. Although unpublished results by J. Hodge and G.
D. Hayman are referred to in Ref. 7, the rotational constants
have not been published. The average Rcm and �cm deduced

TABLE III. Comparison of calculated spectroscopic constants of NNO–Ar with experimental values.

Observable

Calculated using
the BDAr
potential,
this work Hu et al.a Leung et al.d Hodge et al.e Joyner et al.f

ks

mdyne/Å
0.016 49b 0.0178 0.0194�10�

kb

mdyne•Å
0.010 96b 0.0102 0.0213�5�

Rcm� , Å 4.0663�17�c 3.47�2� 3.4686 3.4666 3.460�5�
�cm� , ° 89.96�4�c 82.92�1� 82.92 or 97.08 82.92 87.4�15�
A, MHz 12 891.5�37�c 12 792.411�36� 12 792.182 23�19� 12 792.157�16� 12 792.203�8�
B, MHz 1463.1�13�c 2017.620�21� 2017.116 37�11� 2017.112�8� 2017.486�10�
C, MHz 1313.1�10�c 1729.171�23� 1729.587 50�5� 1729.568�7� 1729.223�10�
1
2(�s��b),
cm�1

32.23�19�c �b�32.2

D0 , cm�1 149.08�19�c

aReference 8.
bFrom derivatives of the potential function given by Eq. �1�.
cFrom quantum diffusion Monte Carlo solution of the van der Waals vibrational motion. These are averages
over the ground-state vibrational wave functions.

dReference 13.
eReference 7.
fReference 1.

TABLE IV. Comparison of calculated spectroscopic constants of NNO–Kr
with experimental values.

Observable

Calculated using
the BDKr

potential, this work Experiment

ks

mdyne/Å
0.018 14a

kb

mdyne•Å
0.012 89a

Rcm�, Å 4.1835�17�b 3.5926c

�cm�, ° 89.79�8�b 83.02c

A, MHz 12 842.8�26�b

B, MHz 1002.9�8�b

C, MHz 929.9�7�b

1
2(�s��b),
cm�1

31.57�8�b

D0 , cm�1 181.83�8�b

aFrom derivatives of the potential function given by Eq. �1�.
bFrom quantum diffusion Monte Carlo solution of the van der Waals vibra-
tional motion. These are averages over the ground-state vibrational wave
functions.

cFrom Ref. 9.
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from the rotational constants have been reported in Ref. 9
and these are compared in Table IV with our QDMC results
using the Berreby–Dayan surface. Here too we find that the
average distance predicted by the surface is longer by about
0.6 Å than that deduced from the experimental rotational
constants. However, the relative magnitudes of zero-point
energy found by QDMC simulations for the two complexes
appear to be reasonable estimates of 1

2(�s��b), i.e.,
32.23�19� cm�1 and 31.57�8� cm�1, respectively, for
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr complexes. The global minimum of
the Berreby–Dayan potentials are probably too shallow but
there are no values for D0 available for NNO–Ar and
NNO–Kr to compare with.

CONCLUSIONS

These are the first calculations of the transport and re-
laxation cross sections for the NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr sys-
tems. The empirical surfaces based on fits to mean-square
torque (C2�) data of Berreby and Dayan have been inves-
tigated. Neither surface provides adequate prediction of the
NMR cross section �J although the temperature dependence
and the relative magnitudes for NNO–Kr relative to
NNO–Ar are well accounted for. On the other hand, the
ability of the NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr surfaces to reproduce
the magnitudes and the temperature dependence of the NMR
cross sections �� ,2 shows promise for further understanding
of the dependence of �� ,2 on the PES. For both NNO–Ar
and NNO–Kr, the potential surfaces that had been fitted to
experimental mean-square torque values give excellent quan-
titative agreement with the experimental �� ,2 . Thus, the
present calculations reveal a possible connection, not previ-
ously noted, between �� ,2 and C2�. Since C2� can be writ-
ten explicitly as an integral over the square of the angular
derivative of the potential function, as seen in Eq. �3�, this
finding suggests that �� ,2 is related to (�V(R ,�)/��). That
is, the cross section for reorientation of the molecular rota-
tional angular momentum vector of the molecule is strongly
dependent on the direction of approach of the collision part-
ner with respect to the NNO molecular axis.

The ability of the surfaces to predict spectroscopic con-
stants and average molecular geometry of the NNO–Ar and
NNO–Kr complexes is only fair. As has been found in using
their CO2–Ar surface,26 the Berreby–Dayan surfaces for
NNO–Ar and NNO–Kr are found to have their minimum
energy at distances too far out for all angles, although the
second derivatives at the minimum of the NNO–Ar surface
give a reasonably good accounting of the force constants ks

and kb derived from experimental centrifugal distortion con-
stants.
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